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Whilst studying painting in the 1970's, I began learning Chinese music. This was introduced to Taiwan from 
mainland China after the Chinese Civil War in 1949. Hence my first “great love” of this music, but it was 
extremely difficult to learn. Because of the political situation with mainland China the culture of this music was 
totally separated from its roots. We had very limited teaching material and literature, had no systematic 
pedagogical methodology. We were young and passionate at the time and wanted to find a solution, a future for 
this music. The introduction of Western Modernism was a great hope for us then, as it has often been in the 
history of China over the last 150 years. 

While my music friends founded the first revolutionary ensemble with Chinese instruments, to specialize in 
Taiwanese and Western contemporary music, I decided to study composition in Europe; to learn the western 
avant-garde, so that we could enrich Chinese music.

With this goal in mind, since 1996 – during my studies - I have initiated or participated in several exchange 
projects between Austria and Taiwan. I try not only to present new european music in Taiwan, but also to 
introduce Taiwanese musicians, Chinese instruments and music to Europe.

Twenty years later in the age of globalisation, I often think about whether such exchange projects really make 
artistic sense, or whether we have gradually lost our ideals in the workings of the music business. With a few 
concrete examples, I would like to give a review of my years of experience with the music exchange projects, 
and offer this topic for discussion.
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the exchange projects that I have done with various teams over the past 25 years:

1996 „Music and Technic“ (Taipei, Taiwan): Concert and workshop with the team from the Institut für Elektroakustik und
experimentelle Musik of Musikhochschule Vienna.

1999 „Silk and Bamboo“ (Vienna): concert series and workshop with the „Chai Found Music Workshop“ ensemble and Austrian
composers together with „Asian Culture Link“.

2000 Concert “Dialoge“ during the Festival „Hörgänge“ (Vienna): with the ensemble „Chai Found Music Workshop“ from Taipei
and new compositions from Austrian composers together with „Asian Culture Link“.

2001 „Chai Found Music Workshop“ Europe Tour (Cologne, Vienna, Zagreb) in collaboration with „Asian Culture Link“.

2005 „New Horizon of Sounds“ (Taipei, Taiwan): with the „ensemble xx. jahrhundert“ from Vienna, the „Chai Found Music
Workshop“ensemble from Taipei and composers from various countries.

2010/11 „East-West-Joint“ (Vienna/Taipei): a multimedia project with the „Chai Found Music Workshop“ ensemble from Taipei, 
the „Music Lab“ ensemble from Vienna, and composers from both countries.

2012 „Days of Pipa“ (Vienna): music and literature for, and about Pipa; an artistic and musicological project with artists from
Taiwan and Austria, in collaboration with Konfuzius-Institut an der Universität Wien.



2013 Concert as part of  the Festival „NEW WORLDS 2: Asia meets Europe meets Asia“  (Viktring): with the „Chai Found
Music Workshop“ from Taipei, an ensemble for traditional Chinese instruments and new works by Austrian composers.

2016 „Landscapes in Green and White“ (Austria and Finland): contemporary music for Zither, Kantele and Guzheng, an
exchange project between Austria and Finland together with the „SUBITO - Concert Series“

2018 „Silk, Bamboo & Keyboard“ (Vienna): contemporary music for Harpsichord, Accordion, Pipa and Dizi, together with
IGNM Austria and the Chinese Culture University Taipei, Taiwan.

2018 bis 2021 creative (mis)understandings Methodologies of Inspiration
https://www.mdw.ac.at/creativemisunderstandings/?newlang=en

https://www.mdw.ac.at/creativemisunderstandings/?newlang=en


Presentation of the chosen inter-cultural projects

1
„East-West-Joint“ (2010/11, Vienna/Taipei)

Chai Found Music Workshop & Music Lab.            

Project description

The reciprocal Inspiration between western and Chines
Music, Painting and Literature –

an inter-cultural project Vienna – Taiwan

In 1715 the young Italian painter, Jesuit and missionary, Giuseppe Castiglione went to China. Under the Chinese name Lang 
Shining he was employed mainly as a painter at the royal court in Peking, and found great favour with King Qianlong. There he 
introduced western painting, but in his work he combined many elements of traditional Chinese painting with that of the
European rococo and so developed a completely new style, which found much interest in China. Lang Shining became very 
famous in China and spent the rest of his life there.

Two centuries later, in 1919, the 24 year old Chinese painter Xu, Beihong, went to France. Shortly after the downfall of the 
Chinese Empire (1912) the introduction of western Art, Science, Literature and Technology became the new trend. Xu, 
Beihong made an intensive study of western painting in Paris, and then combined the aesthetics and techniques of European 
painting together with those of the poetic Chinese water colour paintings in his works. On returning home this innovation 
made him the central figure of new Chinese painting.



At the beginning of the 20th century due to the historical events in China, not only painting but also music went through 
massive changes. The novelty of diatonic tonality and the five-line stave were introduced,  instruments were adapted for 
concert use, a new form of performance imported from the west;  instead of playing traditional music, new works were 
created in which composers deliberately combined  western composition styles and techniques with Chinese. This way of 
thinking is still of importance to many Chinese composers today.

In earlier times the contact between China and the western world came through the Silk Road, and also with Christian 
missionaries. However from the second half of the 19th century that changed dramatically. The west no longer just 
regarded Chinese art as something exotic and  mysterious, but became the source of a greater enrichment and new 
inspiration. With globalisation contemporary composers from the west came in touch with the Chinese muse. They 
discovered new sounds, a new language and forms of expression in Chinese music that they could bring into their own 
compositions. As a result numerous fascinating and individual new works have been created.

The Viennese ensemble  music lab. and the Taiwanese ensemble Chai Found Music Workshop play together in an event 
presenting exceptional types of performance. The programme includes compositions by Austrian and Taiwanese 
composers as well as improvisations on themes from poetry and pictures from various periods. The premiere will be on 8th

October 2010 in Echoraum in Vienna and will be repeated in 2011 in Taiwan and will demonstrate in both places the  
fascinating tension between  Austrian new music and the sounds of traditional Chinese music. Further cooperative 
performances will follow.



Programm:
Dieter Kaufmann (Österreich) Laotse im Exil 
für Sprecherin, westliche und chinesische Flöten und zwei Pipas (Auftragswerk zu seinem 70. Geburtstag, 2010 UA) 8´

Gerald Resch (Österreich) Zwang/Netz II 
für Di, Erhu, Pipa, Zheng und Schlagwerk (Auftragswerk, 2010 UA) 

John Cage (Amerika) Variation 1
für eine beliebige Anzahl von Spielern (1958)
evtl. Atlas Eclipticalis (1958), Variaton 4 (1963) oder Theatre piece (1960)

Ming Wang (Österreich) Impromptu 
für Flöte, Zheng und Pipa (Auftragswerk, 2010 UA) 8´

Zhen-Hui Ren (Taiwan) The Drunk Song of Midnight 
für Di, Erhu, PIpa und Zheng (2004/2005 ÖE) 11´

Simeon Pironkoff (Österreich) Auftragswerk (2011 UA in Taiwan)

Sylvie Lacroix Auftragswerk (2011 UA in Taiwan)

Sowie Gedichte von
Hans Bethge, Heiner Müller, Bert Brecht, Guo Moruo, Xu Zhimo, Wen Yiduo, Bei Dao

und Bilder von 
Lang Shining,  Xu Beihong, Lin Fengmian, Chen Chengbo, Huang Shuitu und Liu Jintang





A selected work as an example
„Slight shimmer in the background“ by Simeon Pironkoff

The composition „....slight shimmer in the background“ (western moods with chinese instruments) can be regarded as a 
continuation of my piece nach dem (vor) bild (oder vor?) (two movements for flute, cello and quarter-tone accordeon) – a 
further discourse upon recognition and association.

A quotation phrase ( a piece of „foreign music“) is covered with an a-typical foreign rhythmical „sieve pattern“; through this 
perforation the coherent „quotation track“ becomes unrecognisable. The physiognomy of the resulting „sound-module“ (since 
this is extremely short it could also be referred to as a „sound- snippet“) changes continuously due to the tension with the 
second  „quotation-track“, namely its own music.

The dramaturgy in this piece is created by the tension between foreground and background, i.e. between own and foreign, but 
also in the oscillation between the indistinct and focused contours of the two levels. In addition to that, the familiar „western“ 
text is „clothed“ with an eastern instrumentation, so that although correctly quotated the listener finds it foreign/distorted.
The „authenticity“ of the instrumentation is achieved more through the level of the own, in regard to the use of the 
instruments, and in consideration to „Chinese -compatible“ music,

The hoped for impression on the listener: the assumed known/familiar can only be understood as such when it collides with 
the foreign. Ultimately this piece might only be understood in the context of the triangle composer-quotation-
instrumentation.... (hide and seek game)

Simeon Pironkoff, 2011



2
Landscapes in Green and White – LGW

Between inter-cultural dialogue and trans-cultural approach -Austrian and Finnish contemporary 
music for traditional instruments from Austria, Finland and China. (2016)





Concept
In presenting the latest works by Austrian and Finnish composers and examples of traditional music from Austria, China, Finland 
and Russia this project takes up an extremely topical theme in two respects. On the one hand, that of an inter-cultural dialogue, that 
occurs between the traditional cultures – which are represented here by the many different folk instruments, and their aesthetics, 
music and method of playing -, and the other, the „intrinsic trans-culturality of the individual“ (c.f. Wolfgang Welsch), in this case 
the intrinsic trans-culturality of the musicians and composers taking an active part in this project, whose own identity is shaped by 
so many different cultural  influences per se.

If one stays true to the theory of Wolfgang Welsch, one shouldn't mix inter-culturality and trans-culturality, since each comes from 
a different premiss. But, isn't one often tempted to change levels? Doesn't one often jump from one cultural concept to another? 
One speaks about a homogene culture with clear boundaries, - even in our title we speak about „Austrian“, and „Finnish, and then 
the opposite, of interlacing, networking, hybridity? Doesn't one swing permanently between regional, national identity an openness 
to diversity? Our project should help develop an understanding of all these questions and the underlying oscillating inner „game“. 
The musicians, composers and audience are therefore invited to reach a better and more flexible understanding of their own culture 
through this discussion; with the differing accoustic and aesthetic aspects of different but similar instruments and musical 
traditions.

Therefore it would be fitting here to mention the motto that was given to the composers as a guide line.
Motto

Landscapes in Green and White Since both countries taking part in this project share a common interest in the respectful and
conscious relationship to nature, our motto is the national flower of Austria and Finland: Edelweiß and kielo (Lily-of-the-Valley), 
both white flowers and both simultaneously fragile and robust. The Edelweiß is not only „Austrian“ as is generally thought. It 
comes from the distant Asian Steppe and for centuries in their culture has been the symbol for a long  life.

Dana Cristina Probst, Project Director





A selected work as an example

“MayBELLS” for liru, zither, kantele and guzheng (2016) by Dana Cristina Probst 

May bells is another name for the Finland’s national flower kielo, or lily-of-the valley. Starting from the title of this project 
Landscapes in Green and White, which brings musicians and composers from two nature-loving countries that are Austria and 
Finland together, I felt myself attracted to this ambivalent plant. The kielo is a flower that is both fragile, delicate, shaped like 
tiny bells during the blooming time in early summer, as well as dangerous in late summer when the plant bears bright red 
poisonous berries.

With regard to the composition, the BELLS part of the title May bells evoked my interest in bells chiming as I used a lot of 
aspects related to bell sounds in my works lately. In this particular piece, I am dealing with rhythms and harmonic entities 
derived from bell sounds. Moreover, there was, on the one hand, the idea of inserting bell sounds in this instrumentation of 
plucked strings, which in itself is restricted to a pool of several notes. On the other hand, I found it interesting to let this belllike
music (the first section) glide into a more rhythmical, energetic, improvisatoric one (the middle part of the piece): two different 
sides of the same musical material, just like the kielo flower.

DCP



3
„New Horizon of Sounds“ (2005, Taipei)

ensemble xx. jahrhundert & Chai Found Music Workshop

With its masterful performance of techniques and fresh sounds mixing Eastern and Western influences, Chai Found 
Music Workshop has built up its reputation in Europe and has frequently been invited to perform in the renowned 
music festivals. Also frequent visitor of international music festivals, Ensemble XX. Jahrhundert will join with Chai 
Found Music for the first time to present the first contemporary music concert played with both the Eastern and 
Western instruments in Taiwan.

Project description

https://youtu.be/rKYlVeuylWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKYlVeuylWw&feature=youtu.be&t=18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKYlVeuylWw&feature=youtu.be&t=18


A selected work as an example

Music on the Borderlines (塞上隨想曲) for mixed ensemble (2005) by Ming Wang

One phenomena of Chinese Folk Music that has fascinated me for many years, is how, through the oral tradition of handing down 
favorite songs and instrumental works from generation to generation, and through the migrations from place to place,  they been
altered and extended and have mirrored the varying situations of the lives and existences of these peoples. 

„Saishangqu“ is one of the most important pieces in the repertoire for Pipa solo.It is the music composed as a farewell to the 
Princess Wang Zhaojun, who was to be married into one of the Babarian Courts. As Pipa player, I have played this work a great 
deal in my younger years; and it has been deeply impregnated into my memory. During my composition studies in the West, this 
melody surfaced very often, and it mirrored my own inner feelings, in a strange culture and strange world.

This composition is based on fragments from „Saishangqu“, whereby the moderm westerm compositional techniques are 
integrated into the tonal language of the traditional Chinese music; the total chromatic sprectrum into the pentatonic world. Also 
the tradition Chinese melodies, and the traditional art of extension and variation, are imitated from my inner world.

Ming Wang 2005



Questions, Problems, Criticism and Discussion

• Enrichment, Inspiration and Hopes for the future

• new goals in times of political enlightenment and globalization

• Art, idealism, nationalism or music-business?

• Avoidance of exploitation, discrimination, music colonisation and false cultural interpretation
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